Accelerate
Your Business
Wholesale Billing | Partner Settlement | Least Cost Routing | Fraud Management | Business Intelligence

Telarix iXLink® is the only online community that brings
together over 4,000 telecom providers from 200 countries
around the world.
iXLink is a secure, reliable, global business collaboration platform that enables communications
service providers to quickly access and share critical business information and negotiate deals
between carriers more efficiently.
The award-winning iXLink platform is:
• Robust: iXLink’s proven platform has the power to provide the speed and scalability to address
upcoming global business connectivity challenges by connecting with partners, automating
repeated processes and eliminating human error.
• Innovative: iXLink keeps ahead of the latest trends, as a SaaS solution that offers what no other
software vendor in our space can – a 4,000+ strong carrier community, and the tools to help
carriers keep in step with today’s dynamic communications marketplace.
• Efficient: Manage the added challenges brought on by today’s complex business environment
with automation. Telarix provides end-to-end automation so carriers have the agility to reduce
costs, improve efficiencies, and decrease time-to-revenue.

Increased Business Complexity Requires Automation & Insight
iXLink automates and standardizes the exchange of critical telecommunications business information
and facilitates the buying and selling of voice, SMS and data between carriers.
Better manage the complexities of your entire telecom business with a complete set of online tools.
With the Telarix Unified Suite of iXLink and iXTools, even the most complex contracts and
agreements can be completed in minutes, while providing greater accessibility to critical data that
makes today’s service providers more competitive.

SMS Hub
Grow enterprise revenues and improve
efficiencies with this truly end-to-end, business
process management for A2P and P2P
messaging.

Origin-Based Rating
Dynamically rate, route and bill origin- and
destination-based voice calls through seamless
integration of the latest price lists and invoices
into the Telarix platform

Smart Links
Speed up and streamline your entire trading
process, including automated generation of
target buy lists, for greater time and cost
savings.

Complex Contract Management
Save valuable time with a fully integrated,
secure contract management service that
enables you to simplify and automate complex
contract creation.

Become an iXLink member today!
As an iXLink member, you gain access to a global business communication tool recognized by the
largest carriers in the world. iXLink creates an even playing field for all carriers, big or small, to more
easily collaborate, for faster reconciliation and dispute resolution – which means quicker order-tocash.
iXLink members enjoy superior reliability and accuracy when receiving and exchanging business
communications such as price lists, non-standard rates and dial-codes, and document discrepancies.
Through the advanced analytics of iXLink, carriers also gain greater visibility into their data, for more
informed deal making and greater business results.

To learn more, visit us at: www.telarix.com

